WHAT RUSSIANS REALLY
THINK ABOUT THE WEST?
In the age of the Internet and free travel, why do Russians
continue to support their authoritarian president, who has
destroyed democracy and overseen an explosion of corruption
and is again isolating his country from the world?
BY GREGORY FEIFER

Russian President Vladimir Putin. Copyright Timofeev Sergey.
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1 March 2015—Russians during a mourning march in memory of Boris Nemtsov,
the Russian opposition leader who was assassinated on 27 February 2015. Photo
by Kozyrev Oleg/Shutterstock.

Editorial: The opinions expressed in this article are the author's own and do not necessarily represent official opinion or policy of
member governments, or of NATO.

I

T'S EASY TO FORGET just how little
the free world knew about what was
really going on inside the Soviet Union
during the Cold War. Back then, Gore
Vidal1 used to say he would believe
strident warnings about the military
threat only when the Russians would be able to
manufacture proper vodka bottle tops. As anyone who visited the USSR would remember,
they used to be made of foil. They peeled open
and couldn't be resealed—perhaps because
very few people were ever known to return an
opened bottle to the shelf. Vidal was a famous
critic of almost everything, of course. But although he was wise to suspect the capabilities
of a military with stunning deficits of discipline
and efficiency, as it turned out, he was less right
about the bottle tops. Today, although Russians
export ultra-premium vodka around the world
in very fancy bottles, their military still faces
many of the same problems.
So, how much of a threat does it actually pose? A quarter-century after the collapse
of Communism prompted hope Russia would
become an integrated member of the Western
order, or at least a constructive ally, Vladimir

Putin has launched a new Cold War, with nuclear threats and air force planes testing NATO
members' responses almost daily. Although
American military leaders are again calling
Moscow their country's greatest existential
threat, we still know too little about Moscow's
motivations. What does Russia really want
in Ukraine? What is the real threat to NATO
members? Indeed, how do Russians really see
the West?
Approaching those questions requires
examining even larger ones about Russian politics and society. The fact is that although postCommunist Russia remains far more open to
the West than ever before in the country's history, many Western observers remain stumped
by Moscow's fundamental motivations and the
predilections of most Russians. In the age of
the Internet and free travel, why do they continue to support their authoritarian president,
who has destroyed democracy and overseen an
explosion of corruption and is again isolating
his country from the world? Does that mean
they have learned nothing from their very
painful past? Clues to some of the answers lie
in Russians' daily behavior: their family life,

their work and social habits. But also in influences that have shaped the national character
over centuries: the country's forbidding geography, its terrible climate and its bitter history.
In my eight years' of reporting in Russia, I've found that what emerges is a pattern in
behavior that's understandable because there
are practical reasons to explain it. What's clear
is that although Russians' way of doing things
may seem chaotic to outsiders, it is very successful in achieving its own aims, informed by
decidedly unWestern values and motives. Before discussing them, however, it's worth mentioning some of the characteristics that make
their country unique.

Shaky colossus
Russia is a place of huge contrasts and paradoxes; the world's largest country, a crossroads
of cultures stretching from the Baltic Sea to the
Far East. Much of the land consists of uninhabitable tundra and taiga forest and the winter is
legendary. Anton Chekhov once said the cold
makes you "go into a stupor, turn more malicious than the cold itself."
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A country of major contrasts. Left: Broadcaster Russia Today (RT), a pro-Kremlin,
global media powerhouse, with a 2015 budget of $275 million. Right: An old man in
a village in Russia. Photos by Shutterstock.

A hundred years later, during the Cold War,
one of the few American journalists who reported about Soviet life as opposed to politics—my father George Feifer, as it happens—
wrote that the way to understand Russian life
is through the ordeal of a Russian winter. "It
is not a season of the year like other seasons,"
he wrote in the 1980s, "not merely a longer,
darker, crueler span of time than that which
annually slows the countries of northern Europe and America. It is a life sentence to hardship that prowls near the center of the Russian
consciousness, whatever the time of year."2
Surviving under such conditions has
helped shape a culture with a distinctive view
of itself and the world. Part of it comes from
the idea that in order to survive, people must
live in groups because individuals acting alone
are weak. Overcoming hardship is most likely
under a strong leader who can force the group
to adapt. That has reinforced a kind of fatalism—the sense that since there is little one
can do to change things by oneself, trying is
futile even in matters of health. Perhaps that
helps explain why Russians drink almost twice
the internationally recommended limit, and
that every fifth male death is attributable to the
effects of alcohol.
But if drinking to dull suffering may
sound reasonable, what about the Russian ac-

ceptance of, say, the huge gap between the very
few rich and the vast numbers of very poor? It's
well known that Russia has some of the world's
largest reserves of oil and natural gas, which
have helped generate vast numbers of luxury
cars and fancy restaurants in Moscow. But outside the capital, thousands of villages are dying
out. And it isn't necessary to go all the way to
Siberia to see them. An hour outside Moscow,
many villages are home to only one or two
elderly people living along isolated muddy
tracks surrounded by abandoned wooden
houses. A third of Russia's 153,000 villages—
and nearly two-thirds in some regions—house
fewer than ten people. With growing poverty,
AIDS and other diseases, in many ways Russia
is heading toward crisis.
Why do Russians put up with that state
of affairs? When I spoke to a bright young
journalist from one such declining region,
Tver, northwest of Moscow, I asked whether
she condemned Putin for taking away her
right to vote her governor out of office when he
abolished regional elections in favor of Kremlin appointments in 2005. The reporter—who
risked her career if not her life to report on the
massive corruption and mismanagement that
had contributed to the collapse of local industry and agriculture—responded by looking
at me as if I were crazy. Elections only allow

wealthy criminals to take power with fraud and
deceptive advertising, she told me. That's something I heard from many people who buy the
government line that democracy is a threat and
that however bad it is, the state knows better.

Corruption rules
That is taking place in a country where the
president's inner circle sees the state economy
as the source of its own personal revenue. Of
the record $50 billion spent on the 2014 Sochi Olympic Games, companies connected to
one man alone earned more than $7 billion,
around the entire budget for the 2010 Vancouver Olympics. That man happens to have been
Putin's childhood friend and former judo partner, the tycoon Arkady Rotenberg. The pattern
he sets evokes a popular joke in which a newspaper publishes Putin's latest reform program.
The plan's main goal, the newspaper reports, is
to make people rich and happy. Following the
reform program, a note in small type says: "See
the list of people below."
The leaders enjoy impunity partly because their behavior reflects how the rest of society works, through an informal system where
agreements on paper are rarely the important
ones. Until very recently, the conventional wisdom about Putin was that he ruled according to
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Demonstrators blockade the Independence Square
during Ukrainian revolution on December 14, 2013
in Kiev, Ukraine—a Christmas tree was hung with
Ukrainian flags as the protestors called for the resignation of the former president, Viktor Yanukovych,
who decided to back away from an EU integration
pact in favour of the Kremlin-led Eurasian Economic
Union. Clashes between protesters and police left
near 130 people dead and many wounded. In late
February 2014, Yanukovych and many other high
government officials fled the country. Photo by snig/
Shutterstock.com.

an unwritten social contract: Russians countenanced the Kremlin's mounting authoritarianism as long as their living standards continued
rising thanks to the country's energy wealth.
That was only part of the explanation.
In fact, corruption provides the real
lubrication for Putin's system of governance.
Bribery is integral to daily life. Drivers inevitably stopped by the traffic police pay bribes to
keep their licenses. (A fellow Western reporter
recently stopped for a minor infraction insisted
on following the rules. After many hours spent
in line at various offices during the course of
many weeks, she gave up in distress.) The owners of virtually every shop must pay building
inspectors, health inspectors and fire safety inspectors. Bribery coerces people because it enables the authorities to prosecute almost anyone. But it also co-opts them by giving them a
feeling they have a stake in the system because
they are getting something in return. A grocery
store owner who pays the police to ensure no
bricks break his windows at night may feel he
has a leg up on his competition a couple blocks
away. It is no surprise, therefore, that despite a
brief rise of protests against the authorities in
late 2011, a recent poll reported that the vast
majority, more than 70% of respondents, said
they would refuse to protest against falling living standards or in support of their rights.

Primacy of facades
Still, Russia is far from the world's sole kleptocracy, and its corruption only partly explains
how Putin is able to maintain the 80-plus %
popular approval ratings that are integral to his
authority even as his policies push the country
toward recession. The fuller explanation lies in
one of the most central and successful traits of
the Russian way of conducting affairs: obscuring what is really going on.
Many in the West see Putin as a caricature of an aging dictator, jailing rivals with
impunity and threatening to turn the United
States into "radioactive dust"—as a state television presenter recently described Russia's
nuclear capabilities. But such crude bluster is
actually evidence of the president's role as a
master of appearances.
Putin came to power by resurrecting a
centuries-old Russian practice of hiding what
goes on in secret behind the Kremlin's walls
with bluffing and facades. Russian leaders have
often done that by adopting foreign influences
that resulted in what turned out to be clearly
more traditionally Russian. The laws of Catherine the Great left out much of the Enlightenment thought she said they reflected. The tone
and practice of Soviet Communism would
surely have dumbfounded Marx. One of the
clearest recent examples was the presidency
of Putin's protégé Dmitri Medvedev. After he

took office when Putin's two consecutive term
limit expired in 2008, Western observers spent
the entire four years of his tenure guessing
when he would assume real power. In fact, his
reforming Western-looking image served to
conceal the maneuverings of Putin, the real
ruler, who soon returned to his old job, as everyone now knows. So, while Putin may seem
crude to foreigners, he's a brilliant student of
the traditional Russian—and Soviet—political culture. Western politicians' mistake is to
take Russian institutions and rhetoric that are
meant to deceive outsiders at face value.

The real threat
Under a system in which power is synonymous with owning property, Putin makes decisions that are in his interest as opposed to
the country's—risking Russia's economy by
precipitating Western sanctions, for example.
One American scholar has characterized such
actions as privatizing the country's profit and
nationalizing the risk. It belies a common argument by those Western observers who oppose sanctions against Russia over its actions
in Ukraine: that the West is partly to blame by
expanding NATO when Russia was weak. In
fact, far from boosting his country's influence
now, Putin is acting against its long-term interests, undermining stability and prosperity by
consolidating a power structure that serves the
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Launching a new Cold War with the West has played
well among many Russians, thanks to state propaganda that exploits nostalgia for the Soviet Union. The
Buk (SA-11 Gadfly), Russian self-propelled, mediumrange, surface-to-air missile system.

elites. That project was threatened by Ukraine's
popular revolution in 2013. "Who remembers
that today?" one Russian reporter told me.
"Now, Ukraine is at war."
In other words, the Kremlin successfully dealt with any Russian envy for Ukrainian
openness. Seizing Crimea and fomenting civil
war in eastern Ukraine has provided a brilliant
distraction. For the vast majority of Russians,
more than 80%, the rallying cry of "Crimea is
ours," Krym nash, is more compelling than the
fact that the conflict has eroded their savings
and isolated their country.
To maintain the Kremlin's narrative,
Putin requires an ongoing, low-intensity conflict that he can ratchet up as needed to destabilize Ukraine. He does not want to become
enmeshed in the war, or stuck supporting ruined eastern Ukraine. He wants to maintain a
winking deniability about his involvement in
case the war becomes unpopular so he can pull
out at a moment's notice. Putin needs a simmering conflict rather than a decisive victory
in Ukraine for another reason. When it comes
to foreign policy, Putin, like his Soviet models,
believes that to be feared and loathed means
to be respected. That is the best way to ensure
his picture is broadcast on CNN together with
Barack Obama's; a logic of equivalence that calls
for a periodic heating up of tension to compete

with Islamic State, Yemen and any other stories
dominating headlines.
Testing NATO defenses is part of the effort. Putin does not really want to provoke a
war with NATO member countries, even the
Baltic former Soviet republics—long part of
the Russian Empire before they were re-occupied by the USSR. Those countries are very
worried about another invasion by Moscow.
For now, however, Putin doesn't want traditional war with the Baltics as much as to keep
them off balance by stoking a sense of insecurity. He also wants to see how much he can
threaten an alliance he believes is based on a
weak Western consensus in which individual
self-interest often trumps collective security.
Invading Ukraine and breaking with the West
has enabled Putin to play on the sympathies of
those who believe Moscow's arguments must
be heeded—by projecting himself as a historic
leader who is America's main rival. That is to
say that although Russia's nuclear capabilities
indeed make it the greatest physical threat to
the United States on paper, for now Putin is using them mainly for bluster.
In Syria, too, the main purpose behind
the Russian bombing of opposition groups is
to complicate the situation on the ground in
order to take international center stage. Propping up Bashar al-Assad, Moscow's sole Middle East ally, is aimed at boosting Putin's public approval ratings by frustrating Washington
and its allies, which is what counts for restoring Moscow's Cold War power.
Putin has been very consistent in that.
Since he launched a second war in Chechnya
at the start of his rule fifteen years ago, war
has served to establish his image as Russia's
undisputed strongman. His overriding aim is
to shore up power, not restore the Russian empire's traditional territory, much as he has tried
to make it seem that way.

What does that mean for the future?
In the long term, I certainly do not believe Russia is fated to continue opposing the
West. Despite the deep continuities of Russian
life and the isolation Putin is forcing on his
country, the Kremlin's actions ultimately stem
not from fate, but practical considerations, as
I have tried to show. Although Western countries must treat Moscow's rhetoric seriously,
responding properly requires understanding that despite his huge power, the personal
system of control Putin has built is inherently
brittle and unstable.
Still, even though Putin's actions are not
ultimately sustainable politically or economically, Russia's plight will deepen before its policies change. Even then, reforming the country
will take more than just new leadership. It will
require a fundamental change in the behavior
that makes it seem mystifying to so many today. Until then, Moscow will continue to confound the West with ideas and designs very
different from its own for as long as anyone
can reasonably foresee. 

END NOTES:
(1) Gore Vidal was an American writer and a public
intellectual. He died in 2012. https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Gore_Vidal
(2) George Feifer, "Russian Winter", Harper's Magazine
(February 1982).
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